Abstract. We introduce the Büchi Store, an open repository of Büchi automata for model checking practice, research, and education. The repository contains Büchi automata and their complements for common specification patterns and numerous temporal formulae. These automata are made as small as possible by various construction techniques, in view that smaller automata are easier to understand and often help in speeding up the model checking process. The repository is open, allowing the user to add new automata or smaller ones that are equivalent to some existing automaton. Such a collection of Büchi automata is also useful as benchmark cases for evaluating translation or complementation algorithms and as examples for teaching or learning Büchi automata and temporal logic.
Introduction
Büchi automata [1] are finite automata operating on infinite words. They play a fundamental role in the automata-theoretic approach to linear-time model checking [20] . In the approach, model checking boils down to testing the emptiness of an intersection automaton A ∩ B ¬ϕ , where A is a Büchi automaton modeling the system and B ¬ϕ is another Büchi automaton representing all behaviors not permitted by a temporal specification formula ϕ. In general, for a given system, the smaller B ¬ϕ is, the faster the model checking task may be completed.
To apply the automata-theoretic approach, an algorithm for translating a temporal formula into an equivalent Büchi automaton is essential. There has been a long line of research on such algorithms, aiming to produce smaller automata. According to our experiments, none of the proposed algorithms outperforms the others for every temporal formula tested. The table below shows a comparison of some of the algorithms for three selected temporal formulae. Given that smaller automata usually expedite the model checking process, it is certainly desirable that one is always guaranteed to get the smallest possible automaton for (the negation of) a specification formula. One way to provide the guarantee is to try all algorithms or even manual creation and take the best result. This simple-minded technique turns out to be feasible, as most specifications use formulae of the same patterns and the tedious work of trying all alternatives needs only be done once for a particular pattern.
To give the specification as a temporal formula sometimes may not be practical, if not impossible (using quantification over propositions). When the specification is given directly as an automaton, taking the complement of the specification automaton becomes necessary. Consequently, in parallel with the research on translation algorithms, there has also been substantial research on algorithms for Büchi complementation. The aim again is to produce smaller automata.
Several Büchi complementation algorithms have been proposed that achieve the lower bound of 2 Ω(n log n) [11] . However, the performances of these "optimal" algorithms differ from case to case, sometimes quite dramatically. The table below shows a comparison of some of the complementation algorithms for four selected Büchi automata (identified in the table by equivalent temporal formulae). In the literature, evaluations of these algorithms usually stop at a theoretical-analysis level, partly due to the lack of or inaccessibility to actual implementations. This may be remedied if a suitable set of benchmark cases becomes available.
Formula
Safra [13] Piterman [12] Rank-Based [9, 14] The Büchi Store was motivated by the above considerations. It is implemented as a website, accessible at http://buchi.im.ntu.edu.tw. One advantage for the Store to be on the Web is that the user always gets the most recent collection of automata. Another, even more important, advantage is that it is easily made open for the user to contribute better (smaller) automata. The initial collection at the time of writing contains over six hundred Büchi automata. In the following sections we describe its implementation and main features, suggest several use cases, and then conclude by highlighting directions for improvement.
Implementation and Main Features
The basic client-server interactions in accessing the Büchi Store are realized by customizing the CodeIgniter [2] , which is an open source Web application framework. To perform automata and temporal formulae related operations, such as equivalence checking and formula to automaton translation, the Store relies on the GOAL tool [19] and its recent extensions. One particularly important (and highly nontrivial) task is the classification of temporal formulae that identify the Büchi automata in the Store into the Temporal Hierarchy of Manna and Pnueli [10] . To carry out the task automatically, we implemented the classification algorithm described in the same paper, which is based on characterization of a Streett automaton equivalent to the temporal formula being classified.
The main features of the current Büchi Store include:
-Search: Every automaton in the Store is identified by a temporal formula (more specifically in QPTL [15, 16] ) that specifies the language of the automaton. The user may find the automata that accept a particular language by posing a query with an equivalent temporal formula. Propositions are automatically renamed to increase matches. This is like asking for a translation from the temporal formula into an equivalent Büchi automaton. A big difference is that the answer automata, if any, are the best among the results obtained from a large number of translation algorithms, enhanced with various optimization techniques such as simplification by simulation [17] or even having been manually optimized (and machine-checked for correctness). -Browse: The user may browse the entire collection of Büchi automata by having the collection sorted according to temporal formula length, number of states, class in the Temporal Hierarchy, or class in the Specification Patterns [18] . While classification in the Temporal Hierarchy has been automated, the classification for the last sorting option has not. Rather, the Store relies on the user to provide suggestions, based on which a final classification could be made. This may be useful for educational purposes. -Upload: The user may upload an automaton with a temporal logic specification. The automaton is checked for correctness, i.e., if it is indeed equivalent to the accompanying temporal formula. If it is correct and smaller than the automata for the formula in the Store, the repository is updated accordingly, keeping only the three smallest automata.
Use Cases
We describe three cases that we expect to represent typical usages of the Store.
-Linear-time model checking: The user may shop in the Store for the automata that are equivalent (with probable propositions renaming) to the negations of the temporal formulae which he wants to verify. The automata may be downloaded in the Promela format, for model checking using Spin.
-Benchmark cases for complementation or translation algorithms:
Every Büchi automaton in the initial collection has a complement, which is reasonably well optimized. A subset of the collection could serve as a set of benchmark cases for evaluating Büchi complementation algorithms. This use case can certainly be adapted for evaluating algorithms that translate temporal formulae into Büchi automata. -Classification of temporal formulae: The look of a temporal formula may not tell immediately to which class it belongs in the Temporal Hierarchy. It should be educational to practice on the cases that do not involve the sophistication of going through Streett automata. For example, 2 p ∨ 2 q is a safety formula because it is equivalent to 2 ( − 2 p ∨ − 2 q) (where − 2 means "so-far" or "always in the past") in the canonical safety form.
Concluding Remarks
To further improve the Store, first of all, we as the developers will continue to expand the collection, besides hoping for the user to do the same. Explanatory descriptions other than temporal formulae should be helpful additions for searching and understanding. Automatic classification of temporal formulae into the various specification patterns should also be useful.
A Plan of Presentation
For the oral presentation, we plan to proceed as follows.
A.1 Background and Motivation
To set the stage, we will first recall the basics of Büchi automata and linear temporal logic and also the automata-theoretic approach to linear-time model checking. This will be done with the help of visualized examples. For instance, in Figure 1 is a Büchi automaton that is equivalent to 2 (p → 3 q). For a given system, performance of automata-theoretic model checking is influenced by the specification automaton. Table 1 shows how the sizes of the specification automata affect the performance. The statistics in the table do not include measures of time. However, for a system that satisfies a temporal property, the size of the product automaton is an indirect way to indicate the time spent (without considering optimization techniques such as partial order reduction or symmetry reduction). Table 1 . Model checking a token ring of size 6. There are 76665 states and 460929 transitions in the Büchi automaton M representing the token ring. The two temporal formulae are satisfied by the token ring; meanings of the propositions in the formulae are irrelevant for our purpose here.
Note: for the textual representation of boolean connectives and temporal operators, Büchi Store follows the format as used in the GOAL tool [19] , shown in Table 2 . Table 2 . Syntax for temporal formulae.
A.2 Performance of Translation and Complementation Algorithms
We next give examples showing that translation and complementation algorithms perform differently, but none is dominant. For example, in Figure 2 are two Büchi automata generated using Couvreur's algorithm and Spin respectively for the formula 2 (p → 3 q). Here the result from Couvreur's algorithm is slightly better. However, for the case 32 p ∨ 32 q (not shown here), Spin is better. 
A.3 Demo: Main Functions of the Büchi Store
The demo should include one or two examples for each of the (1) search, (2) browse, and (3) upload functions. Figure 3 shows the main page of the Büchi Store. In Figure 4 is a snapshot showing the results from searching automata for 2 (q → 3 r). The search algorithm of the Store is able to rename the propositions so that automata for 2 (p → 3 q) or the like can be retrieved. Automata for formulae that contain 2 (p → 3 q) as a sub-formula (up to renaming of propositions) will also be returned. Following a particular entry in the returned results, the user can also find automata for formulae that are equivalent (but syntactically different) to the formula specifying the entry.
Automata in the Büchi Store may be grouped and browsed according to formula length, automaton size, class in the Temporal Hierarchy, or class in the Specification Patterns. Figure 5 shows what the user will see if he chooses to browse automata from the Response (Recurrence) class in the Temporal Hierarchy. Figure 6 shows a failed attempt at uploading a Büchi automaton for 2 (p → 3 q) because the uploaded automaton is structurally identical to an existing one in the Store.
A.4 Classification of Automata
The Büchi Store automatically classifies automata (identified by temporal formulae) into the classes of Safety, Guarantee, Obligation, Response (Recurrence), Persistence and Reactivity in the Temporal Hierarchy of Manna and Pnueli. To
